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1 INTRODUCTION 

Much work on the polymerwatlon of slhclc acid m aqueous solution has been 
reported’, chiefly concerned wlrh the production of slhca sols or gels and usmg > 1% 
solutions More ddute systems have been employed for the study of the condltlons 
governing the transformation of monoslhclc acids into polys~l~c~ acids The kmetlcs 
of polymenzatlon of monoslhclc acid have usually been studied by colorlmetry2-4, 
based on the decrease m the concentration of monoslhclc acid with time, whereas 
monoslhclc acid reacts with molybdate reagent m acidic solution to gve a yellow 
colour, polyslhclc acid does not react with this reagent The rate of polymenzatlon 
1s rapld m weakly alkaline solution, but very slow at pH 2 A disadvantage of this 
technique 1s that it yields no mformatlon on the change m particle size of the poly- 
slhclc acids with time 

One method for separating solute molecules according to their size IS gel chro- 
matography, the basic prmclples of which have been explamed m terms of a stevmg 
effect or stenc exclusion The separation of the components of a sample m a solution 
1s usually carried out on a column packed with a gel or other porous matenal The 
elutlon volumes of molecules are correfated mth thar molecular size (weight), larger 
molecules bemg eluted faster than smaller molecules 

Tarutam5 first reported that polyslhclc acid can be separated from monosthclc 
aad by gel chromatography Solutions of slhc~c acid for chromatography are usually 
adjusted to pH 2, at which polymenzatlon does not occur for several hours or days6 
When the slhclc acid solution 1s highly acldlc, an amon-exchange resm (OH-) 1s used 
for adjustment of pH7 In the presence of fluoride, alummmm ion, which 1s a maskmg 
agent for fluonde, 1s added to the sample solutlon**9 and the pH 1s adjusted to 2 

Informauon with respect to the rate and mechamsm of polymenzatlon of sdlclc 
acid can be obtained from the changes m elutlon curves for slhclc acid and m the 
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concentration ofmonos~hc~ acid This review deals with gel chromatographlc studies 
of the polymenzatlon of SI~CK acid 

2 POLYMERIZATION OF SILICIC ACID IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION 

Fig 1 shows typical elutlon curves for SI~CK acid, obtained at different pH 
values, on a Sephadex G- 100 columns0 The peaks on the right are due to monoslhclc 
acid and those on the left to polys~l~~c acid The concentration of monoslhclc acid 
at a given time IS shown m parentheses The term *‘monoslhclc acid or monomer” 
here mdlcates the slhclc acid species, which reacts with molybdate, while “polys~l~c~ 
acid or polymer-’ indicates the unreactive slhc~ acid species 

Fig 1 Varlatlon with time of the elutlon curves for S~ICIC acid m solutions of pH 9 5, 8 and 6 Imual 
monomer concentration 500 ppm (SlO,) Gel Sephadex G-100 Column 45 x 1 0 cm I D (l), pH 9 5 
__- ,6 h (monomer concentration 215 ppm), -, 100 h (192 ppm), 250 h (174 ppm) (2), pH 8 ---, 2 

h (230 ppm), p, 24 h (147 ppm), , 75 h (136 ppm) (3), pH 6 --I, 24 h (298 ppm), -, 75 h (186 

ppm) 

The dlstrlbutlon coefficient, K,,, for a given gel m gel chromatography IS de- 
fined’ O as 

K,, = (V, - ii,)~(l/, - V,) 

where V, IS the void volume of the get bed, V, the total bed volume and V, the elutlon 
volume of the solute Vo, V, and V, are easily measured Smce K,, IS correlated to 
V,, It IS a measure of molecular size, decreasmg wth increasing particle size All 
polymers that have larger sizes than the possible separation range for the gel are 
eluted at V, 

At pH 9 5 the elutlon curves for the polymers mdlcate a symmetrical dlstn- 
butlon of particle sizes, the curve for the polymers obtained after 250 h was almost 
the same as that obtained after l(iO h This means that when the concentration of 
monomer IS slrmlar to the solublhty of amorphous silica, the growth rate of the 
particles of the polymers becomes very slow The results suggest that the growth of 
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the polymers 1s due mamty to poiymerlzatron between monomer and polymer, and 
that polymerrzatlon between polymer species hardly proceeds Although the rates of 
polymerrzatron at pH 9 and 2 were different from that at pH 9 5, slmllar results were 
obtained 

The elutron curve for the poiymers obtained after 24 h at pH 6 1s different 
from that at pH 9 5 and indicates a broad and random drstrrbutron of particle sizes 
After 75 h, the peak of the polymers was eluted at V, This suggests that the partrcles 
of the polymers grow raprdly The broad and random dlstnbutron of particle srzes 
arises from a random condensation of the polymer specres Although the rates of 
polymerrzatlon at pH 4 and 7 were different from that at pH 6, srmrlar results were 
obtained 

The elutron curve for the polymers obtained after 2 h at pH 8 was symmetrrcal 
The monomer concentratron after 75 h was not much different from that after 24 h 
and was near the solubthty of amorphous srhca, but particle growth still contmued 
and the elutron curves became asymmetrical These results mdrcate that m the early 
stage of polymerization the growth of the partrcles IS due mainly to the polymen- 
zatton between monomer and polymer, but that the polymerrzatron between poly- 
mers subsequently becomes predommant 

Crerar et ai I1 reported that drvalent metal salts (MgC12, CaC12, SrC12) pro- 
mote the partrcle growth of polymers more than does NaCl 

3 THE pH VALUE GIVING MAXIMUM RATE OF POLYMERIZATION OF SILICIC ACID 

The polymerrzatron of srhc~ acid occurs m three steps’* 
A reaction between monosrhcrc acids (reaction 1) 
A reaction between monosrhcrc acid and polysll~c~ acid (reaction 2) 
A reaction between polyslhc~ acids (reactron 3) 

If rt can be assumed that, m the eariy stages of polymerization of monosrhcrc acid, 
the decrease m the concentratron ot monosrhcrc acrd m solutrons at various pH values 
1s due mainly to reaction 1, it may be possrble to obtain the relatronshrp between the 
rate of reaction 1 and the pH The concentration of monosrhcrc acid as functtons of 
time and pH 1s shown m Fig 2 It 1s thought that the pH correspondmg to the 
mmrma these curves may be ciose to the pH at whrch the rate of reaction 1 1s maximal 
This pH 1s shrfted to slightly lower values wrth increasing time, possibly due to the 
influence on polymer for-matron of reaction 2 The results indicate that at 20°C the 
reaction between monoslhcrc acrds 1s most raprd at pH around 9 3 

When monosrhcrc acrd solutron m which reactron 1 does not occur wrthm a 
certam period of time 1s mixed wrth a polysrhc~ acrd solutron the concentratron of 
monosrhclc acrd decreases with time from the moment of mrxmg the solutions, due 
mainly to reactron 2 Experiments carrred out under these condrtlons are shown m 
Fig 3 The decrease m concentratron of monosrhcrc acid 1s maximal at pH around 
8 6 at 20°C It 1s concluded that reactron 2 ts most rapid at thus pH 

When the concentratron of monosrhclc acrd IS close to the solubthty of amor- 
phous srhca at a given pH, reactions I and 2 hardly occur Since reactron 3 proceeds 
regardless of the presence of monoslhac acid, the effect of pH can be measured by 
gel chromatography from the change m elutron curves of srhcrc actd m solutrons of 
various pH values An ahquot of a solutron containing polysrhcrc acid, of whrch the 
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Fig 2 Vanation of the concentration ot monoSnxxc acid as functions of pH and time The honzontal 

lme shows the lrntlal monomer concentration Time after adjustmg pH 5 mm (W-O), 10 mm (M), 
15 mm (O-O) 

particle size dlstrlbutlon was known, was added to monoslhac acid solutions The 
monomer concentration m each sample solution was adjusted to be near the solublhty 
of amorphous slhca at the given pH 3,3,13 Fig 4 shows typical elutlon curves for 
slhclc acid obtained after 48 h m solutions of various pH values The elutlon curve 
at pH 2 did not change wlthm 48 h, and represents the particle size dlstnbutlon of 
slhclc acid m the mltlal solutions of various pH values At pH > 4 the elutlon curves 
obtained after 48 h were shifted to the left compared with that at pH 2 This means 
that the particle sizes of the polymers were larger than m the mltlal solutions Fig 
5 shows the relatlonshlp between the K,, values of the polymers, calculated from the 
elutlon volumes, and the pH The K,, values IS mmlmal at a pH around 6 8 at 20°C 
This means that reaction 3 1s most rapid at this pH 

Ashley and Innes14 suggested that the polymenzatlon of sllrclc acid proceeds 
by a reaction between singly ionized and un-lomzed sllanol groups If the polymer- 
ization due to the reaction bexween monosllxlc acids proceeds mainly by 

(HO)&a- + HO-S1(OH)3 + (HO)&O-Sl(OH)s + OH- 

Ag 3 Change m the concentration of monoskx acid with pH after 30 mm when polysk~ acid was 
added to mono&x acid Imtlal concentrahons monomer, 314 ppm (SIO,), polymer, 187 ppm (SlO,) 
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Fig 4 Varlatlon of elutlon curves for SI~KXC acid after 48 h m solutions of various pH Gel Sephadex 
G-100 Column 45 x I 5 cm I D Imtlal polymer concentration 350 ppm (1) pH 7 ( ), pH 8 (---), pH 

9 5 (- -1 (2) pH 2 ( ), pH 4 (---I> pH 5 (- -) 

the rate of polymerlzatlon will be maxlmal at the pH at which the ratio 
(H&Oq)/(H4S104) 1s unity Greenberg and Srnclalr’ 5 calculated the 
(H&Oi)/(H4S104) ratlo by using the reported lomzatlon constant of monoslhclc 
acid and obtained a value of l/l at pH 9 5 Since the pH glvmg the maximum rate 
of reaction 1 1s 9 3, it 1s concluded that reactlon 1 reaches its maxlmum rate at the 
pH at which the ratio (H&Oi )/(H4S104) 1s unity 

Since the = SlOH groups on the surface of colloidal slhca have a pK, of ca 
716-18, the lomzatlon constant of such groups on the polymers will increase with 
molecular size, and a negative charge wlli develop on the polymer surface at a given 
pH If the reaction between monoslhclc and polyslhc~ acids occurs between a nega- 
tively charged site on the poiyslhc~ acid and un-ionized molecule of monoslhac acid, 
the rate of the polymerlzatlon by reactlon 2 will be maximal at the pH at which the 
concentration of these species 1s sufficiently high It IS expected that this value 1s lower 

3 . 
2 4 5 t: _D 

3- 

Fig 5 Plot of Kav values of polysll~~ acid against pH 
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than that yielding the maxlmum rate of reaction 1 The results show that the polymer- 
ization due to reaction 2 1s most rapid at a pH around 8 5 

As the point of zero charge of colloidal silica 1s pH 3 517, negative ionic charges 
of sthca particles increase with an increase m pH If It can be assumed that the 
formation of SIUSI bonds by the reactlon of Sl-O- and SI-OH IS responsible for 
the growth of polymer particles due to reactlon 3, and that Sl-O- and SIPOH are 
present m suitable concentrations on the surface of the polymer particles, there may 
be an optimum pH at which the rate of growth of particles IS at a maximum Since 
the pK, value of sllanol groups on the surface of colloidal slhca 1s around 7, the ratio 
of the concentrations of B-O- and &OH on the surface of the polymers may be 
unity at a pH of about 7 Moreover, as the rate of reactlon 3 1s at its maximum at 
a pH around 6 8, It 1s concluded that the rate of this reactlon 1s controlled by the 
concentration of ionized and un-ionized sllanol groups m the same manner as as 
reaction 1 

The pH values giving the maximum rates of reactions 1, 2 and 3 at different 
temperatures are listed m Table 1 I9 It IS seen that they shift to lower pH values with 
Increasing temperature This may be due to the effect of the decrease m pK~“**l of 

monoslhclc acid and m the pK, of polyslhc~c acid 

TABLE 1 

THE pH VALUES GIVING THE MAXIMUM RATES OF THE REACTIONS BETWEEN MONO- 
SILICIC ACIDS, BETWEEN MONOSILICIC AND POLYSILICIC ACIDS AND BETWEEN 
POLYSILICIC ACIDS 

Temperature 
i”Cj 

PH 

Monomer and monomer Monomer and polymer Polymer and polymer 

2 95 89 70 
20 93 86 68 
50 85 80 67 
90 81 75 61 

4 POLYMERIZATION OF SILICIC ACID IN ACIDIC SOLUTIONS 

The rate of polymenzatlon of ahc~ acid IS lowest at a pH around 2 Below 
this pH the rate increases with increasing acidity 22 The polymenzatlon of monoslhclc 
acid m hydrochloric, mtnc, perchlorlc and sulphunc acids has been studied4 The 
rate of decrease m the concentration of monoslhclc acid 1s m the order HC104 > 
HCl z HN03 > H2S04 

The variation vvlth time of the elutlon curves for slhac acid m 1 M hydrochlonc 
acid 1s shown m Fig 6: The concentrations of monoslhclc acid at the gven times 
are shown m parentheses After 50 h the elutlon curve for the polymers mdlcates a 
symmetrical particle size dlstrlbutlon Fig 7 shows the variation with time of the K,, 
values of the polymers The Kay value obtained after 250 h was almost the same as 
that obtained after 100 h It 1s concluded that the increase m size of the polymer 
particles m 1 M hydrochlonc acid 1s due mainly to the reaction between monomer 
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Fig 6 Vanatlon with time of elutlon curves for sll~clc acid m 1 M hydrochlorrc acid Imtlal monomer 
concentration 500 ppm (SlO,) Gel Sephadex G-100 Column 45 x 1 0 cm I D y, 24 h (monomer 
concentration, 367 ppm), ---, 50 h (278 ppm), , 75 h (227 ppm), - - -, 100 h (204 ppm) 

Fig 7 Plot of K,, values of polys~hc~ acid against time 

and polymer, and that there 1s httle polymenzatron between polymer species Srmrlar 
results were obtamed m other 1 M acid soluttons 

The varratron with time of the elutton curves for s~hcrc acid m 3 M perchlonc 
acid IS shown m Ftg 8 After 3 h only one peak was obtained because the peak for 
polymer was superposed on that for monomer Although the decrease m the con- 
centration of monosthcrc acid after 1 h was very slow, the elutton curve for the 
polymers after 24 h mdrcates a broad particle srze dtstnbutron and after 100 h the 
highest peak was obtained at I’,, The results indicate that the polymer particles grow 
by polymerrzatton between poiymer species The rate of polymertzatron of srhcrc acid 
m other acid solutrons was slow compared wtth that m perchlonc acid solutton, but 
the results were similar 

The rate of polymenzatron of srhctc actd m S M acid solutrons 1s faster than 
that m correspondmg 3 M soluttons but the mechamsm of growth of the polymer 
particles is similar 

5 POLYMERIZATION OF SILICIC ACID IN THE PRESENCE OF FLUORIDE 

Ilerz3 reported that the gelling of srhcrc acid sols at low pH 1s markedly cata- 
lyzed by traces of fluoride Tarutam 24 showed that the rate of decrease wtth time of 
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fig d Oariatlon wth time of elutlon curves for &XC awl m J M per&Ioric acid 7nitial monomer 
concentration 500 ppm (SlOJ Gel Sephadex G-100 Column 45 x 1 5 cm I D -, 3 h (monomer 
concentration 92 ppm), ---, 3 h (monomer only 92 ppm), , 24 h (59 ppm), - - -, 100 h (39 ppm) 

the concentration of monoslhclc acid m the presence of fluoride 1s faster than that 
m the absence of fluonde 

The effect of fluonde on the polymerlzatlon of slhclc acid was studled m the 
range pH 2 5ag The rate of disappearance of monoslhclc acid was most rapid at a 
F/9 atomic ratio, R, of about 0 5 regardless of the acldlty 

Fig 9 shows elutlon curves for slhc~ acid and fluonde m solution (R = 0 5) 
at pH 1 obtained after 4 days The elutlon volume of fluonde IS equal to that of 
monoslhclc acid, and polyslhclc acid 1s not accompanied by fluonde In slhclc acid 
solutions contammg fluonde up to R = 2 0, the rate of growth of polysthclc acid 
particles increased with increasing fluonde concentration 

VO’Jne Of ef’ uent IC 

Fig 9 Elutlon curves for slllclc acid (0-O) and fluoride (O-O) m solution at pH 1 (R = 0 5) after 
4 days Imhal monomer concentration 500 ppm (SlO,) Gel Sephadex G-100 Column 45 x 1 0 cm I D 

The variation wth pH of the KBy values of polymers m solutions with R = 
0 02 and 0 33 1s shown m Fig 10 The K,, value is mmimal at about pH 1 That is, 
the particle growth rate of the polymers 1s maximal at this pH 

The variation with time of the elutlon curves for slhc~ aad rn solution (R = 
0 1) at pH 1 1s shown m Fig 11 The concentration of monoslhclc aad 1s shown m 
parentheses After 5 days the elutlon curve for the polymers indicates a nearly sym- 
metrical dlstnbutlon of particle sizes The elutlon curve obtained after 17 days was 
almost the same as that obtained after 10 days These results mdlcate that when the 
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DH 

Ftg 10 Plot of Kav values of polys~hc~c acid agamst pH (A), R = 0 02, 10 days (B), R = 0 33, 24 h 

Fig 11 Vanatlon with time of elutlon curves fbr sihc~c actd m solution at PHI 1 (K = (r lj , 5 days 
(monomer concentration 343 ppm), ---, 5 days (262 ppm), - - -, 10 days (198 ppm), -, 17 days (177 

ppm) 

monomer concentratron 1s close to the solublhty of amorphous srhca the growth rate 
of polymer particles 1s very slow It IS concluded that the growth of polymer particles 
1s due mainly to polymertzatlon between monomer and polymer, and that there 1s 
little polymenzatron between polymer specres 

IlerZ2 suggested that the cataiyst for the polymenzatron of slhctc acid 1s prob- 
ably hydrogen fluorrde and the poiymenzarron mechanism may involve a temporary 
expansion of the coordmatlon number of sthcon from four to SIX If this hypothesis 
1s applied to the reactron between monoslhclc acids m the presence of hydrogen 
fluoride as catalyst, the polymenzatton may proceed by the followmg mechanism 

(H0)3S~-OH + HF + HZ0 -+ [(H0)3S~(OH)(H,0)F]- + H+ (1) 

[(HO)&(OH)(H,O)F]- + HO-SIP -+ 

,/’ -F-..__ 
I(HO)&_ SqOH)3j- -+ (HO)+GSt(OH)3 + 2H20 + F- (2) 

! ‘_ ,i__ / 

ri,O ‘; OH 

As the rate of reactron between monosthctc acids 1s most rapld at R z 0 5, It 1s 
suggested that this occurs when the ratro of the concentrattons of the charged tnter- 
medrate, [(HO)&(OH)(H,O)F]-, and of the un-tomzed species, H(TSI(OH)~, IS 
unity 
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Since polysll~c~c acid 1s not accompanied by fluoride and the growth of polymer 
particles 1s due mainly to the polymerlzatlon between monomer and polymer, the 
particle growth may be due to the reaction between Ionized intermediates and un- 
ionized sllanol groups of polymers 

From the above results, it 1s concluded that fluoride promotes the reaction 
beween monoslhclc acids and between monoslhcx and polyslhclc acids, but that its 
catalytic effects on the reaction between polyslhcx acids IS relatively small 

6 POLYMERIZATION OF SILICIC ACID IN GEOTHERMAL WATERS 

Discharge waters from geothermal power plants are generally supersaturated 
with respect to slhca and slhca deposltlon 1s an important practical problem It was 
therefore desirable to know the rate of particle growth of polyslltclc acid m geo- 
thermal waters 

Rothbaum and Wllson25 estimated the molecular weights of the polymers m 
cooled and aged geothermal waters by gel chromatography 

Yokoyama et al 2b sampled the geothermal water from Otake No 9 well and 
the sample was kept at 90°C At appropriate intervals, the monosthclc acid concen- 
tration and the size dlstnbutlon of rhe polymers were measured An mductlon perrod 
of about 1 h, during which there 1s no change m the concentration of monoslhac 
acid as determined by colonmetry, was observed When the mductlon penod was 
over the monomer concentration suddenly began to decrease Fig 12 shows the van- 
atlon of the elutlon curves for slhclc acid with time A small amount of polys~hclc 
acid was mltlally present m the geothermal water After 1 h the particle size dmtn- 
butlon of the polymers was almost the same as that lmmedlately after sampling, but 
a small amount of larger polymers was formed After the mductlon period the growth 
of the polymer particles became very much faster, and after 3 h the polymers were 
eluted at V, The mductlon penod was shorter at higher monomer concentrations 

Hachobaru geothermal water, m which the monomer concentration 1s higher 
than that of Otake No 9 well water, contained only monoslhcx acid and no mductlon 
period was observed Fig 13 shows the vanatlon with time of elutlon curves for 
s&clc acid The rate of growth of the polymer particles was very much faster than 
that m Otake No 9 well water and after 15 mm the polymers formed were eluted at 
V* 

I ” 7 1 

Fig 12 Vanatlon ulth time of elubon curves for S~IICK acid m Otake No 9 well water (PH 8 3, 90°C) 
Total SI~CIC acid concentration 580 ppm (SIOz) Gel Sephadex G-100 Column 45 x 1 S cm ID 
p, 0 h, ---, 1 h, ,3h ---,5h 
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Fig 13 Varlatlon with time of elutlon curves for s~hclc acid m Hachobaru geothermal water (pH 8 3, 
90°C) Total slhac acid concentratton 950 ppm (SlO,) ,5mm,---,lSmm--,30mm 

7 POLYMERIZATION OF SILICIC ACID ADSORBED ON METAL HYDROXIDES 

Adsorptlon of slhclc acid on lron(II1) hydroxide has mamly been measured 
from the decrease m concentration of slhclc acid However, the behavlour of ad- 
sorbed slhclc acid has scarcely been studied KoJlma and Tarutamz7 reported that 
monoslhclc acid adsorbed on lron(II1) hydroxide polymerizes m a short period of 
time The adsorption of slhc~ acid by lron(II1) hydroxide and polymenzatlon of 
sdlclc acid were studied m the range pH 4-12 28 The amount of slhc~ acid adsorbed 
increased m the range pH 4-9, but declined above pH 9 The maximum adsorption 
occurred at pH 9 The amount of slhclc acid adsorbed increased with increasing 
mltlal monomer concentration Iron(II1) hydroxide, which had adsorbed slhclc acid, 
was dissolved with hydrochloric acid, and the slhc~ acid was chromatographed on 
Sephadex G-25 Fig 14 shows the resulting elutlon curves, the dotted lme 1s the 
elutlon curve for monoslhclc acid The mole ratio (MR) of monoslhclc acid and 
lron(II1) hydroxide m the mltlal solution 1s expressed as %/Fe It 1s seen that the rate 
of growth of polymers 1s most rapid at pH 9 

It was concluded that polymenzatlon of sky acid on the surface of lron(II1) 
hydroxide occurred m two steps (1) the polymenzatlon of adsorbed monoslhclc acid 

Fig 14 Gel chromatograms for slhac acid adsorbed on lron(II1) hydroxide at various pH obtained after 
5 h Initial monomer concentration 300 ppm (SIOJ Sl/Fe(MR) 0 63 Gel Sephadex G-25 Column 60 

x 1cmID 
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Fig 15 DTA curve of ahmunmm hydroxide wtuch had adsorbed slhc~c acid at pH 8 

and (2) the polymerlzatlon between monoslhclc acid m solution and slhclc acid species 
already present on the surface of lron(II1) hydroxide, gvmg rise to a three-dlmen- 
slonal gel structure 

Yokoyama et al 29 studied the behavlour of slhclc acid adsorbed on alummmm 
hydroxide at vanous pH values Maximum adsorption occurred at pH 9 5 The gel 
chromatograms for adsorbed slhclc acid obtained by the same manner as with 
lron(II1) hydroxide indicated that the rate of growth of polymer particles is most 
rapid at pH 9 &9 5 

The behavlour of slhclc acid adsorbed on alummmm hydroxide 1s different 
from that on lron(II1) hydroxide Fig 15 shows the differential thermal analysis 
(DTA) curve of alummmm hydroxide which had adsorbed slhclc acid at pH 8 Thts 
curve has an endothermic peak at ca 10&3OO”C and an exothermlc peak at around 
lOOo”C, it 1s very similar m nature to that of allophane, that is, amorphous aluml- 
noslhcate The exothermlc peak at around 1000°C indicates that amorphous aluml- 
nosilicate 1s formed by the reaction of the adsorbed monoslhclc aad and alummmm 
hydroxide It was found that, m the early stages of adsorptlon, monoslhclc acid 
adsorbed on alummmm hydroxide 1s consumed by the formation of amorphous alu- 
mmoslhcate until the mole ratio of the adsorbed slhc~ acid to alummmm hydroxide 
reaches 0 334 39. above this ratio, slhclc acid adsorbed on alummoslhclate poly- 
merlzes30 In the early stages, polymenzatlon of adsorbed slhclc acid proceeded mam- 
ly by the reactions between monoslhclc acids and between monoslhac and polyslhc~ 
acids, and the polymer particle sizes gradually increased with time When the particles 
were large enough to contact nelghbourmg polymers, their growth rate became faster 
due to the reaction between polys~l~clc acids 
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